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Abstract19

In this Pseudo-global Warming study, potential future changes in the Southeast Asia trop-20

ical cyclone (TC) exposure climatology are quantified. One hundred and seventeen land-21

falling TCs in the last 20 years are simulated with their current climate conditions and22

also with the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) ensemble per-23

turbed conditions under the SSP2-4.5 and SSP3-7.0 climate change scenarios. Our sim-24

ulations suggest that landfalling TCs are projected to be 8% more intense at landfall,25

2.8% faster and have smaller sizes by the end of the 21st century under the SSP3-7.0 sce-26

nario. In addition, TC landfall locations shift northward with tracks extending further27

inland toward Laos and Thailand. In particular, TC exposures, wind and rainfall im-28

pacts significantly increase in the northern Philippines, Taiwan, southwestern coast of29

China, and northern Vietnam; and significantly decrease in the southern areas of South-30

east Asia and the southeastern coast of China.31

1 Introduction32

Situated on the western edge of the western North Pacific (WNP), Southeast Asia33

is characterized as among the highest tropical cyclone (TC)-prone areas with approx-34

imately 42 million people exposed to TC hazards (United Nations, 2021). According to35

the United Nations (2021), the vast majority of TC-induced mortalities in Asia and the36

Pacific in the 2000s and 2010s were from this region. TC risks are of concern in South-37

east Asia because of changes in TC exposure over the last 50 years. Tran et al. (2022)38

observed an increasing landfalling TCs tendency in this region during 1970-2019 using39

the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) dataset and a northward shift in landfalling40

TC locations between the first and last 25 years in four agency best track records. Quan-41

tifying potential trends in the physical properties of Southeast Asia landfalling TCs (SEAL-42

TCs) under reasonable climate change scenarios is, therefore, an imperative need for TC43

risk management and adaptation for the region.44

In recent decades, substantial efforts have been made to improve confidence in pro-45

jections of TC characteristics in the WNP. Most projections consistently suggested that46

WNP TCs will increase in intensity with a median change of +5% under a 2◦C global47

warming scenario by the end of the 21st century (Cha et al., 2020). Tsuboki et al. (2015)48

suggested that Japan might be affected by more extremely intense supertyphoons (STYs)49

with an increase of 19% in the maximum wind speed and a decrease of 2.3% in minimum50

central pressure as sea surface temperature (SST) increases under the A1B scenario used51

in Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase (CMIP) 3. Lok and Chan (2018) pro-52

jected that fewer but stronger TCs would make landfall in South China by the end of53

the 21st century under the Representative Concentration Pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) scenario54

used in CMIP5. Chen et al. (2020) found shorter return periods of TC extreme winds55

in the Mekong river basin by 2081-2100 under the RCP8.5 scenario, with higher risks56

concentrated in coastal areas. While many studies examined the response of TC inten-57

sity to global warming on the basin (e.g., Knutson et al., 2015), sub-regional (e.g., Chen58

et al., 2020) or country (e.g., Lok & Chan, 2018) scales, an investigation on future changes59

in inland wind impacts caused by SEAL-TCs that is critical to effective preventative and60

mitigating controls in the region has not been conducted.61

The most popular agreement among current studies (e.g., Kanada et al., 2013; Vil-62

larini et al., 2014; Knutson et al., 2015; Yamada et al., 2017; Tu et al., 2021) is a pro-63

jected increase in the rainfall associated with WNP TCs. A median rainfall increase of64

17% for projections after being rescaled to a 2◦C global warming scenario is suggested65

(Cha et al., 2020). In an extreme case, Tsou et al. (2016) found that the rain rate within66

200 km of the TC center near Taiwan and the East China Coast increased by 54%, which67

is almost 2.5 times more than for the whole WNP basin (+22%) in the late 21st century68

under the RCP8.5 scenario. This increasing TC rain rate along with sea level rises will69
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likely exacerbate the combined storm fresh- and salt-water inundation in the WNP re-70

gion (Cha et al., 2020). Apart from reasonable estimates for increasing TC rain rate, it71

is also important to examine the geographical distribution of TC accumulated rainfall,72

which is determined by the spatial TC rain extent and duration for realistically assess-73

ment of future TC rain impacts. This implies that TC rain projections need to be more74

thoroughly investigated in association with changes in TC size, track, and landfall pat-75

terns, as well as translation speed.76

Current projections for TC size varies considerably in available projections. In re-77

sponse to ocean warming, the spatial extent of WNP TCs is projected to increase in Sun78

et al. (2017); Yamada et al. (2017), while a decrease by 8% is shown in the study of Knutson79

et al. (2015). Within the TC inner-core, Kanada et al. (2013) found a reduction in the80

radius of maximum wind speed under the warming SST conditions forced by the A1B81

scenario. The impacts of climate change on TC translation speed, which will affect the82

duration of TC rain and winds over an area, are also not well elucidated in the litera-83

ture. Emanuel (2021) projected a significant slowdown in TC translation speed in the84

subtropics with a hybrid statistical downscaling framework applied to CMIP6 models,85

but no significant change in the tropics. There is no clear signal for a change in TC mo-86

tion globally (Kim et al., 2014), in the North Atlantic (Knutson et al., 2013) or the WNP87

(Wu et al., 2014).88

Among available projected changes in TC tracks, a few similar attributes can be89

pointed out for the WNP including an eastward shift in tracks to the central Pacific (Cha90

et al., 2020; Knutson et al., 2020), and a northward shift in tracks, which may produce91

changes in TC exposure regions in the basin (Wu et al., 2014; Kossin et al., 2016; Ko-92

rty et al., 2017; J. Nakamura et al., 2017; Lok & Chan, 2018). However, there is low con-93

fidence in TC track projections because of: (1) the absence of a detectable human-induced94

TC track trend in the past; (2) the inherent bias in regional SST projections, which af-95

fect the future climate projections; and (3) a weak consensus among projections (Knutson96

et al., 2020). It is particularly important to be able to produce TC tracks with sufficient97

confidence using climate projections since TC impact quantification is greatly influenced98

by their tracks.99

Most of the available TC projections in the WNP basin investigate how TC phys-100

ical characteristics respond to changes in individual climate parameters such as SST or101

environment warming in isolation (e.g., Yamada et al., 2017; Sun et al., 2017; J. Naka-102

mura et al., 2017). While one can argue that the thermodynamic conditions dictate the103

response of the momentum fields in the long term, this assumption may not be correct104

for the studies using short-term simulations. In fact, a variety of oceanic and atmospheric105

parameters were demonstrated to be critical to TC development and intensification in-106

cluding SST (e.g., Holland, 1997; Emanuel, 1999), fluxes and wind speeds at the surface107

(Emanuel & Sobel, 2013), or unstable environment conditions and weak wind shear (Trenberth108

et al., 2018).109

In summary, there is a lack of studies on how landfalling TCs and their associated110

impacts in Southeast Asia will potentially change in the future. In this study, we pro-111

pose to fill in the gap by employing the pseudo global warming (PGW) framework to112

examine changes in the characteristics of the present-day landfalling TCs in the warm-113

ing climate. The PGW framework is chosen to avoid issues with directly downscaling114

from the typically poor TC signals from global climate models (GCMs) (e.g. Camargo,115

2013). Very importantly, for the first time, concurrent impacts of future changes under116

climate change scenarios used in CMIP6 with a comprehensive set of the most impor-117

tant oceanic and atmospheric parameters for TC activity (i.e., SST, atmosphere tem-118

perature, relative humidity, winds) are taken into consideration.119

To construct the landfalling TC climatology in different climate states, a sufficiently120

large TC sample is required for a meaningful analysis. In this study, 117 TCs from 1999-121
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2018 across varieties of intensities and sizes representing the climatology of the SEAL-122

TCs were simulated in the present climate plus six other climate states from three fu-123

ture periods (i.e., the 2030s, 2050s, and 2090s) under two climate forcing scenarios (i.e.,124

a medium SSP2-4.5 and an aggressive SSP3-7.0). This resulted in 819 high-resolution125

simulations in total produced using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model126

driven by the CMIP6 ensemble average perturbed conditions. These simulations present127

an unprecedented database of TC-related climate forcing simulations to investigate the128

impacts of climate change on SEAL-TCs. Investigation of the variations among simu-129

lated climate states offers insight into the range of possible changes both for TC attributes130

and related wind and rainfall impacts in Southeast Asia by the end of the 21st century.131

Following is the structure of the paper. In Section 2, details of CMIP6 and vali-132

dation data, the PGW technique, experiment design, and analysis methods are presented.133

Simulation results of TC characteristics, rainfall, and wind impacts among climate states134

are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 provides a summary, discussions, and conclusions.135

2 Data, Methodology and Experimental design136

2.1 Data137

In this study, the NCEP Final Operational Model Global Tropospheric Analyses138

(FNL) dataset at 1 × 1◦ horizontal resolution (available at https://rda.ucar.edu/datasets/139

ds083.2/#description) was used as the input data to simulate SEAL-TCs in the cur-140

rent climate conditions (control run simulations - here after CTR). Data from the JTWC141

best track archive provided in IBTrACS version 4.0 (Knapp et al., 2018) including TC142

position, maximum wind, minimum pressure, the critical wind radii of 34-, 50-, 64-kt winds143

(hereafter, R34, R50, R64) are used to evaluate the CTR simulated TC tracks, inten-144

sities, and size. The Tropical Rain Measurement Mission (TRMM) 3B42 v7 dataset grid-145

ded with a spatial resolution of 0.25◦ (covering 50◦S – 50◦N), and 3 hourly temporal in-146

tervals (Greenbelt, 2011) are used to assess the simulated TC-rain impacts.147

Future climate change signals are derived from the CMIP6 models under two con-148

temporary scenarios including SSP2-4.5 and SSP3-7.0 (Meinshausen et al., 2020). While149

SSP2-4.5 contains the same magnitude of an increased radiative forcing at 2100 of 4.5150

W m-2 as RCP4.5, SSP3-7.0 with a radiative forcing of 7.0 W m-2 is new compared with151

RCPs used in CMIP5. These medium (SSP2-4.5) and aggressive (SSP3-7.0) scenarios,152

in turn, project a mean global warming of 3.0 and 4.1 ◦C, respectively by the end of the153

21st century (O’Neill et al., 2016). These scenarios are being used in this study due to154

a more realistic range of future forcing pathways compared to the “business as usual”155

scenario (SSP5-8.5) (Hausfather & Peters, 2020). The scenarios are based on not only156

assumptions about socioeconomic, technical developments, and environmental conditions,157

but also consider global commitments on carbon emission reduction from the Paris Agree-158

ment. Three future periods are selected for analysis including the near-future (2030s),159

mid-future (2050s), and far-future (2090s) represented by the average of 2025–2034, 2045–160

2054, and 2085–2094 periods, respectively. The current climate (2010s) is represented161

by the average of the 2005–2014 period. Twenty-eight CMIP6 models which have avail-162

able data for the two selected scenarios in the chosen periods at the time of data collec-163

tion are chosen (Table S1)164

2.2 Pseudo-global warming technique165

The PGW framework was first proposed by Schr et al. (1996), then widely applied166

in TC studies investigating changes in the behavior of present-day TCs in future climate167

change conditions (e.g., Lynn et al., 2009; Hill & Lackmann, 2011; Lackmann, 2015; R. Naka-168

mura et al., 2016; Gutmann et al., 2018; Parker et al., 2018; Mittal et al., 2019; Reddy169

et al., 2021). In this method, the present large-scale environment that contains TCs is170
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Table 1. Experiment design. The averaged climate Delta is taken over the Southeast Asia D01

domain for SST, RHa, Tab

Experiment Period Scenarios ∆SST ∆RH ∆Ta

CTR 1999–2018 - - - -
med2030s 2025–2034 SSP2-4.5 +0.35 +0.09 +0.97
med2050s 2045–2054 SSP2-4.5 +0.72 +0.10 +1.95
med2090s 2085–2094 SSP2-4.5 +1.29 +0.27 +3.21
high2030s 2025–2034 SSP3-7.0 +0.39 +0.12 +0.99
high2050s 2045–2054 SSP3-7.0 +0.86 +0.24 +2.17
high2090s 2085–2094 SSP3-7.0 +2.01 +0.56 +4.90

a at 500 hPa, b domain-averaged at 300 hPa

perturbed by climate change signals from GCMs, and then used as initial and bound-171

ary conditions for a high-resolution regional climate model to simulate future TC attributes172

(e.g., Parker et al., 2018). In this study, the present conditions are obtained from the FNL173

dataset, and climate change signals (hereafter, climate deltas) are derived from twenty-174

eight CMIP6 models (Table S1)175

To calculate the climate deltas, “climate means” of a given period (i.e., 2010s, 2030s,
2050s, 2090s) and climate change scenario (i.e., SSP2-4.5, SSP3-7.0) are first calculated
for five variables including SST, atmospheric temperature (Ta), relative humidity (RH),
zonal and meridional wind speed (U, V) (e.g., Fig. S1), which are important to TC ther-
modynamic processes and movement (Gutmann et al., 2018). The use of the means of
a sufficient number of CMIP6 models is to minimize possible biases and/or large inter-
nal variations from each individual model (e.g., Rasmussen et al., 2011; Redmond et al.,
2014) (e.g., Figs. S2a–d). Those ”climate means” are then used to define climate deltas
by applying

∆φP = φP − φ2010s, (1)

where P is a 10-year period in the future, and φP is the monthly average over the pe-176

riod P . The magnitudes of changes in SST, RH, Ta for the future periods and scenar-177

ios from present climate conditions are shown in Table 1 and an example for SSP3-7.0178

is in Figure S1.179

Next, the perturbed data φP used as the input for the WRF model are defined by
adding the resultant three-dimensional climate deltas to the corresponding variables from
the FNL dataset using

φP = φFNL + ∆φP (2)

Note that as the oceanic and atmospheric grids of the chosen CMIP6 models are at dif-180

ferent resolutions (Table S1), data were all interpolated to the same 1◦ grid resolution181

of the FNL reanalysis before the climate means and climate deltas were calculated.182

2.3 WRF model and simulation design183

2.3.1 WRF model184

We used the Advanced Research version of the WRF model (WRF-ARW), version185

4.1.3 (Skamarock et al., 2019), for the simulations. To realistically simulate TC phys-186

ical structure, a model horizontal resolution of 4 km or higher is recommended (Gentry187

& Lackmann, 2010). Instead of a uniformly high-resolution domain, which has high com-188

puting costs, the WRF-ARW vortex-following nested grids were implemented in this study189

as a strategic cost-effective alternative. The grid system was set up to include a large190
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coarse static grid (D01) covering the whole Southeast Asia region (85.3 to 144.7◦E, 6.7◦S191

to 40.3◦N), and two small finer vortex-following nested grids (D02 and D03). Their di-192

mensions are 6282 x 5382, 1440 x 1440, and 282 x 282 (east-west x north-south) km2 with193

spatial resolutions of 18, 6, and 2 km, respectively. The model uses 43 vertical levels with194

its top pressure set at 50 hPa.195

Figure 1 demonstrates the grid system by showing a snapshot of 700 hPa geopo-196

tential height for STY Haiyan at 06 UTC, 9 November 2013. The innermost 2-km grid197

(D03) covers the inner core region of the cyclone and resolves the detailed eyewall con-198

vective structure. The intermediate 6-km grid (D02) captures the cyclone’s circulation199

and the outermost grid (D01) provides the large-scale environmental conditions down-200

scaling from the perturbed FNL forcing data. We used two-way interactions between grids201

so that the coarser grid receives information from better-resolved processes in the finer202

grid. The center of D03 is initially located at the TC center from the JTWC dataset and203

the nested grid boundaries are set to be at least 450 km from the mother grid bound-204

aries. This setting not only enables the nested grids to flexibly follow the cyclone dur-205

ing the integration despite variations in the TC motion, but also ensures that the cyclone206

circulation and its inner-core remain located in the middle of the higher resolution D02,207

and D03 domains, respectively.208

For the physics and dynamic options, we set up a sensitivity experiment with dif-209

ferent physical parameterization schemes for a typical strong landfalling TC in the re-210

gion named Wutip (2013) to determine an appropriate model configuration in simulat-211

ing the TC track and intensity (result not shown). The resulting configuration for all do-212

mains in this study includes the Morrison 2-moment microphysics scheme (Morrison et213

al., 2009), the UW planetary boundary layer scheme (Bretherton & Park, 2009), the Kain-214

Fritsch cumulus parameterization scheme (Kain, 2004), the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model215

longwave radiation scheme (Mlawer et al., 1997), and the Dudhia shortwave radiation216

scheme (Dudhia, 1989). The cumulus scheme is turned off for the finest domain (D03)217

so that convection is only modeled using the explicit deep convection calculation scheme218

on D03.219

Incorporating the climate deltas into the initial conditions of a model may cause220

dynamical imbalances that affect the simulation results (Parker et al., 2018). We alle-221

viate this issue by applying the WRF digital filter initialization (DFI) procedure (Lynch222

& Huang, 1992) to the initial conditions with an adiabatic backward and a diabatic for-223

ward integration (Peckham et al., 2015). We tested the efficiency of the DFI settings for224

six historical TCs with variate intensities using the DFI durations of 1 or 2 hours. The225

initial conditions for TCs were best represented in the 2-hour DFI simulations with the226

most symmetric TC structure and strongest precipitation intensity (e.g., Fig. S3). DFI227

procedures improve the track forecasting for both setups (Fig. S4). We ultimately opted228

for the 2-hour DFI for the final WRF configuration. In addition, spectral nudging (e.g.,229

Feser & Storch, 2008; Omrani et al., 2012; Storch et al., 2000) is also implemented to pre-230

serve the variability of the large-scale circulation, such as ridges and troughs, from the231

driving global model (e.g., Castro et al., 2012) by nudging features with wavelengths of232

approximately 2100 km and greater in the coarsest domain (D01).233

2.3.2 Simulation design234

We first simulated all 307 SEAL-TCs between 1999 and 2018 using current atmo-235

spheric conditions directly from the FNL reanalysis data (CTR). In most cases, we ini-236

tialized the simulation after the TC genesis to avoid stochastic variations that compli-237

cate the comparisons among different climates (e.g., Done et al., 2014; Gutmann et al.,238

2018). There were exceptions to this such as some TCs that formed close to land, which239

required early simulations to capture early overland impacts. Finally, the termination240

time for every simulation was set 48 hours after the final recorded time in the JTWC241
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best track to capture: 1) continuing impacts after the system was no longer intense enough242

to be tracked by JTWC; and 2) any future climate effect that might extend the life of243

the TCs.244

Because of the coarse resolution of the FNL, some TCs are not well resolved in the245

initial conditions and cannot develop properly without using a TC initialization tech-246

nique. These TCs were not being selected resulting in a set of 170 TCs at this filtering247

step. This set is then used in future PGW simulations (Table 1). Additional quality con-248

trol checks were conducted to keep only the TCs whose tracks were reasonably simulated249

in all six future states. In particular, any case in which the WRF nests failed to prop-250

erly track the simulated TC were excluded. As a result, a final control simulation set of251

117 TCs including a wide range of intensities from weak tropical depressions to intense252

super typhoons is used in final analyses ( Table S2). The final dataset, therefore, con-253

tains a total of 819 simulations [117 TC events x (1 control + 6 perturbed experiments)],254

which were used to examine changes in the Southeast Asia TC landfall and impact cli-255

matology.256

2.4 Post simulation TC tracking257

The default vortex-following tracker in WRF was initially used to track TCs in the258

model outputs. However, when the cyclone moved over complex topography and weak-259

ened, the automated WRF sometimes switched to follow a stronger low-pressure system260

that might also co-exist within the model domain and provided false tracking informa-261

tion. Several existing trackers (e.g., Takahashi & Yasunari, 2008; Au-Yeung & Chan, 2012;262

Heming, 2017; Reddy et al., 2021) were also tested, but none of them consistently tracked263

all TCs from the 819 simulations. Thus, we developed a new objective center-finding al-264

gorithm to realistically track the simulated TCs.265

The first step of this new tracking procedure is to merge the model output from266

all three grids into the D01 domain by replacing the values on the outer grids with those267

of the finer grids where they are available. Next, the 700-hPa geopotential height field268

is smoothed using a convolution filter (Astropy Collaboration et al., 2018) to eliminate269

small perturbations, especially over complex topography, while retaining the TC circu-270

lation. A first-guess TC center is then being located at the grid point with minimum 700-271

hPa smoothed geopotential height within a search radius of 330 km from the TC cen-272

ter at the previous time step. Once the first-guess TC center is determined, it must sat-273

isfy the following criteria: 1) the mean sea-level pressure is less than 1000 hPa; 2) a closed274

isohypse of 700-hPa geopotential height exists, which means there are at least eight points275

on a radius ranging from 200 to 300 km around the minimum point with geopotential276

height values of at least 20 dm larger than that of the TC center. This is an adjustment277

of the isobar check used at the UK Met Office (Heming, 2017); and 3) the maximum rel-278

ative vorticity at 700 hPa within the search radius from the first guess point exceeds 30279

× 10-4 s-1. If all the criteria are satisfied, the TC center is found and the next time step280

will be proceeded, otherwise, the tracking process is terminated.281

The above thresholds were determined to enable the tracker to detect and track282

the TC remnant low as long as it still resembles a cyclone. However, in a few cases of283

un-named TCs, the TC becomes too weak for even these criteria to automatically track.284

In those specific situations, we relaxed the mean sea-level pressure and relative vortic-285

ity criteria to 1004 hPa and 15 × 10-4 s-1, respectively, to capture the weak TC remnants286

to assess the possible rain impacts.287

2.5 Analysis technique and significant tests288

A variety of TC characteristics were calculated based on the TC trajectory and its
wind distribution including the translation speed, spatial track density, TC inner-core
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size, and the whole circulation size. Translation speeds are computed by dividing the dis-
tance between each two consecutive TC center points along the track by the 3-hour in-
terval time. The values of all time intervals are averaged for the final translation speed
of the TC. The track density (D) is calculated for all the grid points (with a grid size
of 0.5◦) by adding an impact factor for every TCs record. The impact factor is a func-
tion of the distance from the grid point to the TC center (r). In the most simple case
proposed by Hart and Evans (2001), this impact factor is equal to 1 within the impact
radius Ri, which is 300 km, and zero outside.

f(r) =

{
1, if r ≤ Ri

0, if r >Ri

(3)

A more realistic approach is to define the impact factor as 1 at the TC center, then
gradually reduces to 0 at the impact radius (Leary & Ritchie, 2009). In the current study,
the impact factor function is defined as follows:

f(r) = 1− r

Ri
, (4)

where the impact radius Ri = 300 km.289

Changes in TC structure in the future climate scenarios are assessed using the radii290

of 25-kt (hereafter, Rt25) and maximum tangential winds (hereafter, Rtmax) at the low-291

est model level (i.e., approximately 25 meters above the ground level on average), rep-292

resenting the outer (e.g., Kim et al., 2014) and inner-core sizes (e.g., Kilroy et al., 2016),293

respectively. The use of tangential winds is to reduce influences from environmental flow294

following Kim et al. (2014).295

For each critical wind speed of 34, 50, and 64 kts, we define the wind impact dis-296

tribution as the frequency of the 10-m wind exceeding the corresponding critical value.297

This method can be applied to the WRF gridded wind data output in which only grid298

points with wind speeds larger than given thresholds are included in the calculation. Here-299

after, we denote these as the realistic calculations of wind impact with WI34, WI50, and300

WI64. Meanwhile, for the best track data, the only information available are the corre-301

sponding critical wind radii R34, R50, and R64. Thus, wind impacts are calculated us-302

ing using Eq. (3), where the impact radius Ri are replaced by the critical wind radii R34,303

R50, and R64. We denote these as simplified calculations with WI34s, WI50s, and WI64s.304

For the model validation purpose, we also applied the simplified calculation of wind im-305

pacts to the WRF simulations, where the critical wind radii in the model are computed306

from the 10-m wind speed.307

To assess changes in the extreme intensities, the lower and upper ranges are de-308

fined by the rule of 1.5× inter-quantile range. Given inter-quartile range and quartile309

in turn denoted by IQR and Q, extreme Vmax, Vlf are derived from 75thQ+1.5×IQR,310

and extreme Pc are derived from 25thQ−1.5×IQR. Variations in the TC overall wind311

energy and TC landfalling activity are evaluated via the accumulated cyclone energy (ACE)312

(Waple et al., 2002), and the annual power dissipation index (APDI) (Liu & Chan, 2017),313

which were calculated as:314

ACE =

∑n
i=1 V

2
max6

104
, (5)

APDI =

n∑
i=1

V 3
lf (6)

where Vmax6 is the maximum wind speed during each 6-hour interval, Vlf is the inten-315

sity at landfall, and n is the number of values. Here, following Tran et al. (2022), a TC316

landfall is counted whenever the TC center crosses the Southeast Asia coastline (defined317

–8–
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by the Natural Earth coastline dataset at a scale of 1:50 million) from sea to land. Note318

that all landfalls by a TC and all TCs were included in the calculation of Eq. 6.319

Further investigation on the TC destructive potential was conducted via comput-
ing Integrated Kinetic Energy (IKE) (Powell & Reinhold, 2007) which considers the en-
tirety of a TC’s surface wind field following Kreussler et al. (2021):

IKE =

∫
v

ρU2

2
dV =

1

2
kgm−2 ×

∫
A

U2 dA (7)

where the air density is uniformly equal 1 kg m-3, and U is 10-m wind speed exceeding320

25 kts at grid points within 1000 km of the TC center. The 25-kt threshold was chosen321

to include weak TCs in the IKE assessment. IKE was computed at landfall moments,322

then accumulated through out all simulated TCs.323

In this research, TC-related rain impacts are defined as precipitation falling over-324

land within a radius of 500 km of the TC centre accumulated over the lifetime of each325

TC and throughout all TCs simulated. Although the spatial extent of TC rain varies among326

TCs and is associated strongly with the TC intensity (e.g., Jiang et al., 2008; Touma et327

al., 2019; Niu et al., 2022), the radius of 500 km is widely used in previous literature ex-328

amining TC rain (e.g., Englehart & Douglas, 2001; Ritchie et al., 2011; Prat & Nelson,329

2013; Wood & Ritchie, 2013; Khouakhi et al., 2017) as this generally captures rainfall330

associated with the eye wall, inner and outer core rainbands of TCs (e.g., Rodgers et al.,331

2001; Dare et al., 2012).332

The two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (KS-test 2) (Massey, 1951) is applied333

to reject the null hypothesis that the values of TC intensity, radii, and translation speed334

between current and future climate simulations, are from the same cumulative distribu-335

tion. In addition, the Permutation test (Phipson & Smyth, 2010), which does not require336

any assumption about the underlying distribution shape for data, is utilized to statis-337

tically test the significant changes in the mean value of key TC metrics. The significance338

of changes in TC physical impacts in the future is tested using the Wilcoxon signed-rank339

and rank-sum tests (Wilcoxon, 1992). In particular, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, which340

assumes two dependent samples, was used to test the significance of the difference in the341

medians of the impact factor of the current and each future climate state simulation. The342

sample sizes are large enough to be considered as matched samples. Meanwhile, the Wilcoxon343

rank-sum test, which tests independent samples, was applied to wind and rain impacts344

whose sample sizes are much smaller. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test tends to provide345

more significance than the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.346

3 Results347

3.1 Model validation348

A good performance in reproducing TC activity at the present climate of the mod-349

eling system implies a higher confidence for future projections (Seneviratne et al., 2021).350

The distributions of SEAL-TCs intensity between the IBTrACS (OBS) and WRF sim-351

ulations (CTR) are compared in Figures 2a-b. The distributions of central pressure (Pc)352

and maximum wind between the CTR and OBS suggest reasonable agreement. Gener-353

ally, slightly lower minimum pressures and higher maximum winds indicating higher in-354

tensities were produced by the WRF model compared to observations(Figs. 2a-b). De-355

spite simulating a smaller value for the lowest central pressure (Fig. 2a), WRF did not356

capture the most extreme wind speed values around 170 – 175 kts observed in IBTrACS357

(Fig. 2b). The 2-km resolution of these WRF simulations might be not fine enough to358

simulate the highest wind speeds. Previous studies (e.g., Davis et al., 2008; Lind et al.,359

2016) demonstrated that regional climate models typically cannot resolve the most ex-360

treme motions even with horizontal resolutions of 1 to 2 km.361
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Figures 2d–f shows the distributions of the track density for OBS and CTR and362

their difference from 1999 to 2018. To some extent, WRF reasonably simulates the spa-363

tial extent of track density of the SEAL-TCs, notably the prevailing northwest-southeast364

belt from the Philippine East Sea to the southern China coast. High TC impact near365

Taiwan and the center of Vietnam are also captured, although anomalies over the south-366

ern China coast (northern Philippines) are underestimated (overestimated). Compared367

to the best track, there is higher TC exposure further inland in southern China, along368

Vietnam, and in Myanmar. This behavior can be explained by the design of the new au-369

tomatic tracker to also capture remnant TC low tracks, which are not normally recorded370

in the IBTrACS.371

In terms of TC rainfall, the spatial distribution of TC rain simulated by WRF is372

generally similar to the TRMM observations with the highest accumulated rainfall in the373

Philippines and Taiwan, less intense rain along the Southeast Asian coast, and consid-374

erable decreases over areas more than 200 km from the coast (Figs. 2g–i). However, the375

peak simulated values in eastern Taiwan and northern Philippines are nearly double that376

observed, and much higher rain amounts are also found in the Southeast Asian main-377

land along China and Vietnam reaching further inland in the WRF simulation. Extreme378

rainfall is typically underestimated by TRMM due to its coarse (0.25◦) resolution (e.g.,379

Chang et al., 2013). Thus, it is reasonable to expect higher rainfall amounts from the380

18 km spacing static grid of WRF. Moreover, since the 2-way nesting option is turned381

on in the WRF simulations, thermodynamical feedback from the 6-km and 2-km nests382

probably also contribute to the larger rainfall amount in the outermost WRF domain383

to some extent.384

The extent of TC-related impacts is highly associated with TC size. The simulated385

TC circulation extents are compared to observations using the critical radius R34, which386

is available in IBTrACS. As JTWC wind radii data provided in IBTrACS were only archived387

starting in 2001 and include many missing records, only 94 TCs out of 117 simulated TCs388

having available R34 data were used in this comparison. Larger frequency distribution389

of the simulated TC size sample indicates more data points compared to observations390

(Fig. 2c). This is attributed to the generally higher intensity values simulated by WRF391

compared to observations (Figs. 2a–b), which suggests that there are more maximum392

wind speed values above 34 kts, and hence more corresponding R34 values from the WRF393

simulations. This intensity attribute also leads to considerably larger size values in CTR394

compared to OBS illustrated by the higher 75th percentile. For size values less than 200395

km, there is a consistency between the two samples represented by the matching 25th396

and 50th percentiles.397

A further comparison of the impact for 34-, 50-, and 64-kt winds is shown in Fig-398

ure 3. Note that to be comparable, these wind impacts are only from subsets of simu-399

lated TCs having available R34, R60, R64 observations (i.e., 94, 65, and 52 TCs, respec-400

tively). The simplified wind impacts (WI34s, WI50s, and WI64s—left and middle columns)401

are in good agreement between the observation (OBS) and the model (CTR). This demon-402

strates a good performance by WRF in capturing critical wind radii of landfalling TCs403

in Southeast Asia both over the ocean and over land in spite of higher frequencies of all404

wind radii over the northern Philippines and the northern South China Sea and lower405

frequencies of R50, R64 along the coastlines from southern China to Vietnam.406

The above comparisons suggest that the WRF model is capable of reproducing both407

physical characteristics as well as wind and rain impacts of the present-day SEAL-TCs.408

The assessment of changes in the future climates is done by comparing the PGW sim-409

ulations with the baseline period (CTR). Especially, for further analysis of the wind im-410

pacts, we will use the realistic calculation instead of the simplified one. This is derives411

from the fact that surface winds tend to erode rapidly due to the increased friction over412

the land surface and the lack of heat and moisture fluxes from the ocean energy source413

(e.g., Hubert, 1955; Powell, 1987; Kaplan & Demaria, 1995; DeMaria et al., 2006; Hly-414
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wiak & Nolan, 2021). Thus, the simplified calculation of the wind impact is likely to over-415

estimate the actual wind impacts compared to the realistic calculation, as demonstrated416

clearly in Figure 3.417

3.2 TC attributes under realistic climate change scenarios418

3.2.1 TC intensity419

The KS-test 2 results (Table S3) shows that the underlying cumulative distribu-420

tions of Pc and V max (not shown) in the 2050s and 2090s under the medium scenario,421

and in the 2090s under the high scenario are statistically different from the CTR distri-422

butions. This infers statistically significant changes in Pc and Vmax under various lev-423

els of increased anthropogenic influence in the future. Detailed variations in TC inten-424

sity from current to future climates are exhibited in Figures 4a-c. A distinct difference425

in 3-hourly Pc and Vmax distribution occurs at the extreme intensities with the expan-426

sion of distributions (longer tails) in the future climates toward deeper Pc and higher Vmax427

values compared to CTR (Figs. 4a–b). This indicates that a larger proportion of the in-428

tense TCs is likely to occur more in the future which is consistent with previous stud-429

ies (e.g., Knutson et al., 2015; Yamada et al., 2017). The largest changes are found for430

the 2090s period under the high-emission scenario (high2090s), with approximately 1%431

(9.25 hPa) decrease for the lower range of Pc, and 11% (14 kts) increase for the upper432

range of Vmax(Table 2).433

Our projections suggest that by the end of the 21st century under the high-emission434

scenario (radiative forcing of 7 Wm−2 by 2100) the most intense TCs might reach 170-435

kt winds and a central pressure of 860 hPa (increase 16% in Vmax and decrease 4.5% in436

Pc compared to CTR) (e.g., Fig. 5). These strongest intensity values generally agree with437

the upper limits (166 kts, 857 hPa, increase 19% in Vmax and decrease 2.3% in Pc com-438

pared to CTR) for STYs in the WNP under the less extreme scenario - A1B (radiative439

forcing of 6.05 Wm-2 by 2100; Prather et al., 2013) in Tsuboki et al. (2015). Noted, how-440

ever, that the study solely considered changes in SST.441

There are notable changes of -0.28% (-2.78 hPa) and +6.18% (+3.78 kts) in the442

mean Pc and Vmax, respectively in 2090s under the high-emission scenario compared to443

the current climate. These changes are significant at a 95% confidence level (Figs 4a-b,444

Table 2). At landfall, the average TC intensity increases 8% in the high2090s state com-445

pared to CTR (Table 2). The occurrence of more intense TCs making landfall in south-446

ern China by the end of the century was also found in Lok and Chan (2018) attributed447

to the presence of a warmer ocean and weaker vertical wind shear.448

Two related metrics that provide additional detail on changes in TC overall wind449

energy and landfalling activity are the ACE index and the APDI. Previous studies sug-450

gest that for WNP or southern China landfalling TCs, ACE and APDI will either de-451

crease (Knutson et al., 2015) or not change (Lok & Chan, 2018) due to an offset between452

increased maximum winds but diminished TC frequency in these regions. Here, ACE is453

shown to increase by 13.2% by the end of the century under the high-emission scenario454

(Table 3), more than double the increasing rate of 5.6% of individual TC events projected455

in Wu et al. (2014) under the A1B scenario.456

In the current climate, 117 TCs simulated using WRF made landfall for a total of457

200 times due to some TCs making landfall more than once. In each future scenario, the458

track of each TC is altered because of the changed climate, and thus the number and459

location of landfall change for each TC instance (Table 3). APDI is a measure of land-460

fall activity based on the sum of the cubic wind intensity at landfall and is thus depen-461

dent also on the number of landfalls. Despite the reduced number of TC landfalls com-462

pared to the present climate (Table 3), the ADPI is projected to increase in most future463

states. Strikingly, APDI increases by more than 24.5% by the end of the century under464
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Table 2. Differences in TC intensity metrics including both extreme and mean values between

the present and each future state. Statistically extreme values are defined using 1.5 × IQR rule.

Significant differences in mean values are tested by the Permutation test. Double (**) and single

(*) asterisks indicate significant differences at 95% and 90% confident levels, respectively.

Pc Vmax Vlf

Extreme (∆)

(mb)
∆

(%)

Extreme (∆)

(kt)
∆

(%)

Extreme (∆)

(kt)
∆

(%)

CTR 935.95 126.65 100.9
med2030s 935.86 (-0.09) -0.01 126.76 (+0.11) 0.09 109.54 (+8.64) 8.56
med2050s 936.10 (+0.15) +0.02 128.45 (+1.8) 1.42 114.30 (+13.4) 13.28
med2090s 936.00 (+0.05) +0.01 128.36 (+1.71) 1.35 107.92 (+7.02) 6.96
high2030s 934.30 (-1.65) -0.18 131.70 (+5.05) 3.99 109.35 (+8.45) 8.37
high2050s 933.01 (-2.94) -0.31 132.16 (+5.51) 4.35 105.65 (+4.75) 4.71
high2090s 926.70 (-9.25) -0.99 140.20 (+13.55) 10.70 117.95 (+17.05) 16.90

Mean (∆)

(mb)
∆

(%)

Mean (∆)

(kt)
∆

(%)

Mean (∆)

(kt)
∆

(%)

CTR 978.14 61.18 56.79
med2030s 977.90 (-0.24) -0.02 61.93 (+0.76) +1.23 58.13 (+1.34) +2.36
med2050s 978.59 (+0.45) +0.05 61.03 (-0.14) -0.23 57.19 (+0.39) +0.69
med2090s 978.35 (+0.20) +0.02 61.08 (-0.09) -0.15 58.18 (+1.39) +2.45
high2030s 977.35 (-0.79) -0.08 62.59 (+1.41) +2.31** 58.78 (+1.99) +3.50
high2050s 977.32 (-0.83) -0.08* 62.54 (+1.36) +2.23** 59.06 (+2.27) +3.99
high2090s 975.37 (-2.78) -0.28** 64.96 (+3.78) +6.18** 61.36 (+4.57) +8.05**

the high-emission scenario. However, the ADPI depends on just the single Vmax value,465

changes in IKElf , which takes both the strength and distribution of the total TC wind466

field into account, better indicate landfalling TC potential impacts in Southeast Asia.467

Here, the aggregation of IKElf is projected to increase +5.2% in the high2090s climate468

state. The lower increasing rates in the 2050s and 2090s under the high-emission scenario469

along with a decrease in all other future states of IKElf compared to the APDI suggest470

a likelihood of a reduction in the horizontal scale of TCs which will be discussed in the471

next section.472

3.2.2 TC structure and translation speed473

In general, there is a decreasing trend in both the inner-core size and whole circu-474

lation extent of TCs in the future (Figs. 4e–f, Table 4). Significant decreases from 4.8%475

to 5.7% in the averaged TC outer size compared to the present climate are found in the476

mid and late century under the medium scenario. The TC inner-core size also dimin-477

ishes at similar rates in the 2050s and 2090s under the medium scenario and up to 7%478

by the 2090s under the aggressive assumption of the high-emission scenario (Table 4).479

This finding disagrees with some previous studies that solely investigated the ef-480

fects of increasing SST and found an increase in TC size (e.g., Sun et al., 2017; Yamada481

et al., 2017). On the other hand, our results are in agreement with the decrease in the482

circulation extent of general WNP TCs (Knutson et al., 2015) and the eyewall of extremely483

intense TCs approaching Japan (Kanada et al., 2013). Notably, changes in atmospheric484

conditions or sea ice are included in the two aforementioned studies. The integral role485

of atmospheric thermodynamic conditions including atmospheric temperature, relative486
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Table 3. Accumulated cyclone energy (ACE), the annual power dissipation index (APDI),

and the integrated kinetic energy at landfall (IKElf ) for the present climate, each future climate

scenario, and the difference between them (Future - CTR).

#Landfalls
ACE
(kt2)

∆ACE
(%)

APDI
(x 105 kt3)

∆APDI
(%)

IKElf

(TJ)

∆IKElf

(%)

CTR 200 933.2 513.9 31.5
med2030s 196 936.4 +0.3 517.4 +0.7 30.0 -5.0
med2050s 197 921.9 -1.2 510.6 -0.6 28.3 -11.5
med2090s 192 920.2 -1.4 565.0 +10.0 28.3 -11.6
high2030s 193 950.4 +1.9 561.2 +8.4 31.5 -0.3
high2050s 191 970.7 +4.0 551.5 +6.7 33.2 +5.1
high2090s 195 1061 +13.2 648.7 +24.5 33.3 +5.2

humidity, and winds affects TC sizes in a different way than only considering SSTs. As487

the response in TC structure does not change linearly in response to the medium and488

high emission scenarios (Table 4, Figs. 4e-f), it is likely that there are more complex in-489

teractions occurring as a result of changing several environmental parameters at the same490

time. The non-linear interactions among these environmental variables are likely affect-491

ing the response in TC structure because of how clouds and environmental patterns re-492

spond to the changes in these variables. There may also be other influencing factors such493

as inherent variabilities in the forcing data averaged from CMIP6 ensemble models. De-494

tails on how the combination of changed environmental conditions affect TC structure495

may shed some light on this and will be investigated in future work.496

In contrast to the observed decrease in translation speed over land of global TCs497

in Kossin (2018), and of landfalling TCs in southern China in the WMO Regional Spe-498

cialized Meteorological Center of Tokyo dataset in Tran et al. (2022), the projections sug-499

gest that TCs will move faster in all future scenario combinations. By the 2030s, on av-500

erage TCs will move approximately 1.67% faster under the medium scenario (significant501

at 90% confidence), and from 2.3 to 2.8% faster in the 2050s and 2090s under the high502

emission scenario (significant at 95% confidence) (Table 4, Fig. 4d). Faster moving TCs503

result in a shorter exposure time to TC conditions but an increase in the TC right-of-504

track surface maximum wind speed (Shapiro, 1983), likely resulting in greater wind im-505

pacts in coastal areas (Parker et al., 2018). Furthermore, the risk of coastal inundation506

may increase as TCs speed up. Rego and Li (2009) conducted idealized experiments to507

assess the influence of TC parameters to coastal flooding over a wide and shallow shelf508

using the fully nonlinear Finite-Volume Coastal Ocean Model and found that an increase509

in forward motion can raise the maximum storm surge levels by as much as 40%. The510

underlying mechanism of the projected trend in TC translation speed are unknown at511

present and further investigation, beyond the scope of this paper, is needed to under-512

stand this result.513

3.2.3 Tracking pattern514

As changes in TC attributes in the future were shown to be most robust in the 2090s,515

variations in TC exposure and physical impacts in the furthest future under both sce-516

narios will be discussed in this section. Because the PGW framework is applied in this517

study without considering changes in TC genesis and frequency, possible departures in518

future spatial distributions of track density from the present climate are mainly caused519

by changes in the environmental steering flow and the environment - TC interaction. Un-520

der the medium scenario, there is a decrease in TC impacts in areas along southern China,521
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Table 4. Changes in mean values of TC dynamical and motion parameters between current

and future climates including inner-core size (Rtmax), the whole circulation extent (Rt25), trans-

lation speed (Ct), and 3 hourly precipitation within 100 km of the TC center. Double (**) and

single (*) asterisk indicate a significant difference (Future - CTR) at 95% and 90% confident

levels, respectively tested by the Permutation test.

Rt25 Rtmax Ct

Mean
(km)

∆
(%)

Mean
(km)

∆
(%)

Mean
(km)

∆
(%)

CTR 245.30 74.42 19.14
med2030s 240.42 (-4.88) -1.99 72.33 (-2.10) -2.82 19.46 (+0.32) +1.67*
med2050s 233.66 (-11.64) -4.75** 69.72 (-4.70) -6.32** 19.39 (+0.25) +1.30
med2090s 231.33 (-13.97) -5.69** 70.06 (-4.36) -5.86** 19.45 (+0.31) +1.61
high2030s 240.18 (-5.11) -2.08 73.13 (-1.29) -1.74 19.36 (+0.22) +1.15
high2050s 240.62 (-4.67) -1.91 72.44 (-1.99) -2.6 19.58 (+0.44) +2.28**
high2090s 242.66 (-2.63) -1.07 69.20 (-5.23) - 7.02** 19.67 (+ 0.53) +2.77**

while an increase is found in much of the Philippine archipelago, the northern part of522

the South China Sea including the sea adjacent to northern Vietnam (Figs. 2e, 6a,c).523

Under the high-emission scenario, there is a clear northwestward shift in the TC impact524

factor over time in the China southern coast from Guangxi to GuangDong (108◦E to 117◦E,525

hereafter, the southwestern coast of China), the northern half of Vietnam, the sea ad-526

jacent to central Vietnam, and decreases in time in the southern Philippines (Figs. 2e,527

6b,d). Landfalling TCs along the southwestern coast of China and the northern half of528

Vietnam tend to penetrate hundreds of kilometers further inland and spread impacts to529

areas such as northern Laos, Thailand, or the Hunan province in China.530

There are three possible reasons why the impacts extend further inland in South-531

east Asia in the furthest future under the more aggressive scenario. First, because of cli-532

mate change-induced increases in TC wind intensity (Figs. 4a–c, Table 2), it takes longer533

for TCs to spin down once they move over land and can travel longer distances. Second,534

it is physically possible that higher environmental moisture (e.g., Table 1) may feed con-535

vection for a longer period after TCs make landfall. This also helps to maintain the TC536

circulations against the effects of surface friction for longer (e.g., Deng & Ritchie, 2018).537

And third, the role of the environmental steering flow is critically important. Mittal et538

al. (2019) suggested that with a slight change in TC tracks, the steering flow is expected539

to dominate the Beta effect on TC trajectory. Here, an enhancement of the magnitude540

of environmental deep-layer mean (DLM) steering forces accompanied with a more fa-541

vorable direction for TC landfall was found over northern Vietnam and southern China542

areas near Hainan Island by 2090 under the high-emission scenario (Figs. 7a,c).543

By contrast, the DLM steering flow over the China southern coast from Fujian to544

Zhejiang (117◦E to 130◦E, hereafter, the southeastern coast of China), the southern Philip-545

pines, and the southern half of Vietnam prohibits TCs from making landfall in these re-546

gions in the late century (Figs. 7c, 6b,d). Figure 8 illustrates the shift in latitude in tracks547

for some of the simulated TCs comparing the present climate and the med2090s and high2090s548

climate simulations. TCs that begin in both the South China Sea (Figs. 8a–b) and the549

Philippines Sea (Figs. 8c–d) are included. Note that no general shift in genesis location550

is included here, the shift in tracks occurs only due to the changes in the environmen-551

tal steering flow and moisture. Under the high-emission scenario, several landfalling TCs,552

which either formed in the South China Sea (Fig. 8b) or East Philippine Sea (Fig. 8d)553

crossing southern or central Vietnam during the present climate, either dissipate near-554
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shore or make landfall on the central coast of Vietnam at substantially higher latitudes555

due to unfavorable conditions from environmental steering flow towards the end of the556

21st century (Fig. 7c). Meanwhile, the northward shift in landfalling locations is smaller557

and inconsistent among those TCs under the medium scenario (Figs. 8a,c).558

By 2090s under the medium scenario, deviations in the direction of the DLM steer-559

ing flow prevent TC landfalls in both Vietnam, China (Fig. 7b). The increase in the me-560

dian of the TC track density, hence, only occurs in the northern part of the South China561

Sea and in the Philippines (Fig. 6c). These results here provide detailed changes in the562

TC track pattern in the 2090s under the medium and high-emission scenarios used in563

CMIP6 in Southeast Asia compared to the northward shift that has been found for the564

whole WNP under climate change scenarios used in CMIP3 and CMIP5 in previous stud-565

ies (e.g., Wu et al., 2014; Kossin et al., 2016).566

3.3 TC physical impacts over Southeast Asia in the warming futures567

3.3.1 TC-induced wind impacts568

Fluctuations in projected TC-related wind impacts among future states are most569

prominent for winds of at least 34- and 50-kts by the 2090s (Fig. 9). The northernmost570

locations of the Philippines, Taiwan, and coastal areas of southern China are most fre-571

quently impacted by at least 34- and 50-kt winds under both scenarios in the 2090s (Figs.572

9a–b, e–f). In comparison to the present climate, there is a consistent increase in TC wind573

impacts in areas in northern Vietnam, Hainan Island, Taiwan, and the northern Philip-574

pines under both scenarios but the spatial extent overland is broader under the high-emission575

scenario (Figs. 9c–d, g–h). This is because of the further extension overland of TC tracks576

under the high-emission scenario (Figs. 2e, 6b,d) bringing wind impacts further inland577

in northern Vietnam, and even several locations in Laos and Thailand (Figs. 9d,h). Un-578

der the medium scenario the increased track density is limited to the sea adjacent to north-579

ern Vietnam (Figs. 2e, 6a,c). The significant increase in median wind impacts at 90%580

confidence level is hence mostly found at several coastal locations in northern Vietnam581

and in Hainan Island (Figs. 9c,g)582

3.3.2 TC-related rain impacts583

Spatial patterns of total TC-induced precipitation normalized by TC in both the584

2090s period and the baseline(CTR) over Southeast Asia, as well as the significant dif-585

ference in their medians are shown in Figures 10a,c. Total rainfall increases over south-586

ern China, Taiwan, and the northern half of Vietnam, extending further inland over Laos587

and northern Thailand in the 2090s under the two scenarios (Fig. 10a). However, the588

regions with significant median difference is patchy with a similar trend for both scenar-589

ios (Fig. 10c). Generally, TC rainfall decreases in China, and increases in the northern590

regions of Laos, Thailand, and some locations in Myanmar. Although, these changes only591

cover small, isolated areas, mostly far inland from the coast, they are statistically sig-592

nificant (Fig. 10c). It would be worth exploring this result further in future work with593

other experimental setups to evaluate how physically robust these results are.594

Intense rain days, which are defined as days satisfying the threshold of exceeding595

50 mm/day, can be a source of TC-induced flooding. Intense rain days most frequently596

occur in the coastal areas of Southeast Asia (Fig. 10b). In the 2090s under both scenar-597

ios, intense rain days tend to appear less frequently in southern Vietnam, while impacted598

areas in northern Vietnam and along the southern China coast extend further inland along599

with an increase in frequency, especially in the 2090s, under the high-emission scenario.600

Figure 10d shows locations where there is a significant difference in the median of the601

frequency of intense rain days between future climate states in the 2090s and the present602

climate. Significant changes are concentrated much closer to the coastline compared with603
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total rainfall (Figs. 10c–d). In particular, more intense rain days are projected to occur604

on both sides of the border between northern Vietnam and southern China, while some605

areas in central Vietnam, southern China east of 114◦E tends to be less frequently in-606

fluenced by TC intense rain days in the future scenarios.607

4 Conclusion and Discussion608

This largest-to-date PGW study has identified potential changes in the climatol-609

ogy of both landfalling attributes and physical impacts of TCs in Southeast Asia. We610

impose a full set of atmospheric and oceanic perturbations based on the most recent cli-611

mate change scenarios. The model was capable of reasonably simulating characteristics612

of the SEAL-TCs in the last two decades despite of an underestimation of the strongest613

wind. The current climate results suggest reasonable confidence in investigating the re-614

sponse of present SEAL-TCs to climate change scenarios in the early, mid, and late 21st615

century.616

The proportion of intense TCs increases in the future is in agreement with previ-617

ous studies. It may be possible for TCs to attain maximum wind speeds of 170 kt and618

a central pressure of 860 hPa by 2090 under the high-emission scenario. Among avail-619

able projections in the WNP, which are rescaled to be consistent with a mean global warm-620

ing of 2◦C, the 10th and 90th percentiles of TC intensity increase are 2% and 9%, respec-621

tively (Cha et al., 2020). Our results under the high-emission scenario, which projects622

a 4.1◦C warming in mean global temperature, show that the average and landfalling in-623

tensities are projected to increase by 6 and 8% by 2090. As a result, ACE and APDI can624

increase up to 13.2 and 25%, respectively, if excluding potential changes in TC landfalling625

frequency. In term of TC structure, both inner-core and outer-core sizes are projected626

to be more compact in the future, supporting the finding for the WNP basin in (Knutson627

et al., 2015). The combination of the increased intensity and decreased size leads to a628

smaller increase of +5.2% in IKE at landfall, which represents the damage potential of629

TCs at landfall.630

No robust changing signal in the translation speed of WNP TCs was found in the631

available literature (e.g., Kim et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2014). Our projections suggest a632

slight increase by 1.7 - 2.8% in TC motion in some specific future climate states includ-633

ing the 2030s under the medium scenario, and the 2050s and 2090s under the high-emission634

scenario. Subsequently, there may be greater coastal risks from enhanced TC surface winds635

and inundation due to the associated increase in maximum storm surge as TCs move faster.636

The TC track density significantly enhances in the 2050s and 2090s periods under637

the high-emission scenario in the northern areas of Southeast Asia and southwestern China,638

while lessens in the southern areas of Southeast Asia and southeastern China. In the late639

21st century under the high-emission scenario, TCs making landfall tend to dissipate ear-640

lier in southern and central Vietnam, but travel further inland in northern Vietnam and641

southwestern China. Regardless of potential variations in TC frequency and TC gene-642

sis location, these changes in TC trajectories in future climates may result from the in-643

creases in TC intensity and environmental moisture, which result in a longer spin down644

time over land, as well as the changes of the background steering flow.645

The concurrent changes in TC attributes including intensity, structure, precipita-646

tion, translation speed, and tracks modulate TC related wind and rain impacts in South-647

east Asia in future climates. By the end of the century, TC rain and wind impacts de-648

crease in southeastern China and the southern areas of Southeast Asia. By contrast, TC649

threats from winds and rainfall are projected to increase in southwestern China and other650

northern regions of Southeast Asia, including areas further inland under the high-emission651

scenario requiring a thorough preparedness and management of catastrophic disasters652

for those areas in the future.653
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It is important to note that the future projections could be affected by the follow-654

ing factors. Firstly, the 10-year average FNL and CMIP6 ensemble chosen to represent655

the current and future climates driving the downscaling simulations may not be long enough656

to smooth inherent decadal and multidecadal variabilities in some coupled climate mod-657

els (e.g., Emanuel et al., 2008; Parker et al., 2018). In this study, however, an ensem-658

ble mean was used to mitigate this effect to some extent. Secondly, the WRF modelling659

system used to downscale CMIP6-perturbed reanalysis data did not include ocean cou-660

pling, therefore the TC-induced “cold wake” in the SST field, which has important neg-661

ative feedback on TC intensity (e.g., Bender & Ginis, 2000; Knutson et al., 2001; Lin et662

al., 2013) was not considered. In addition, although simulations were run with a fine mesh663

of 2 km spatial resolution, the WRF model was found to underestimate the strongest664

TC winds. Therefore, the results of the responses of TC intensity to global warming might665

be underestimated. Lastly, radiatively-forced changes in TC genesis frequency and lo-666

cation were held constant throughout the future states in this study, which is also the667

main caveat of the PGW framework (Gutmann et al., 2018). While the TC frequency668

strongly associates with the TC-related impacts, their projections in future climates are669

largely uncertain (e.g., Cha et al., 2020; Knutson et al., 2020; Sobel et al., 2021). Nat-670

urally, no TC impacts occur if no TC forms, however if there is an increase in TC fre-671

quency, that could lead to an increase in TC impacts with related growth in consequences.672

Moreover, shifts in TC genesis locations under climate change scenarios along with changes673

in large-scale steering flows could lead to changes in TC track density and cause changes674

to the exposure sites. Future research taking into account the factors mentioned above675

will further enhance the confidence for TC projections.676

In conclusion, the results presented have provided improved knowledge of some po-677

tential projections and more importantly the physical interpretations of their attributes678

and physical impacts in Southeast Asia. The patterns of TC landfall and related impacts679

in the future highlight increasingly higher threats posed by TCs to people and property680

in Southeast Asia. Further studies on TC risks in the region are essential to assist gov-681

ernments, policymakers, stakeholders, and communities in this region to better manage682

and adapt to future change of TC hazards.683
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Figure captions1033

Figure 1. A snapshot of 700 hPa geopotential height at 06UTC 09 November 20131034

for the case of STY Haiyan (2013) with the three WRF domains. The blue, green and1035

red contours represent data from the coarsest (D01 - 18km), intermediate (D02 - 6km)1036

and finest (D03 - 2km) grids, respectively. The background topography are obtained from1037

the ETOPO1 1 arc-minute global relief model (NOAA, 2009).1038

Figure 2. Comparisons between the observed (OBS) and WRF simulated (CTR)1039

TC metrics includes: the violin plots for OBS and CTR of (a) central pressure (Pc), (b)1040

maximum wind (Vmax), and (c) size (R34); Track density for (d) OBS, (e) CTR and (f)1041

the difference CTR–OBS; Normalized accumulated rainfall for (g) OBS, (h) CTR, and1042

(i) CTR–OBS difference. In (a–c), the lower, middle, and upper black solid lines in each1043

violin indicate the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles, respectively. In (g–i), the rainfall in1044

each grid point is normalized by the total number of landfalling TCs during the period.1045

Figure 3. Comparison of wind impact at different critical wind speeds for OBS (simplified—1046

left column) and CTR (simplified—middle column, and realistic—right column). See the1047

description of simplified and realistic wind impact in section 2.5.1048

Figure 4. Box plots comparing the simulation for the present period (CTR, white)1049

and future period simulations (blue and orange) for: (a) central pressure (Pc); (b) max-1050

imum intensity (Vmax); (c) landfalling intensity (Vlf ); (d) translation speed (Ct); (e) ra-1051

dius of 25-kt tangential winds (Rt25); and (f) radius of maximum tangential winds (Rtmax)1052

for 117 landfalling TCs. The black solid line and square in each box depict the median1053

and mean values, respectively. For comparison purpose, the horizontal dotted- and dash-1054

lines crossing through the median and mean of CTR are shown. The statistics are com-1055

puted using a 3-hr output frequency.1056

Figure 5. Time series (MM-DD.hh) of central pressure (Pc) and maximum wind1057

(V max) of the most intense TCs including: [(a), (c)] Megi (2010); and [(b), (d)] Soude-1058

lor (2015) in the CTR and future simulations.1059

Figure 6. Track density in the 2090s under the: (a) medium; and (b) high-emission1060

scenarios. Differences in track density between the 2090s future climate state and the1061

present climate under the (c) medium; and (d) high-emission scenarios. In (c) and (d),1062

shaded colors represent differences at each 1◦ spacing grid point, and the blue and red1063

crosses indicate the Future-CTR difference comes from a distribution with the median1064

smaller and greater than 0, respectively with 90% confidence level, tested by the Wilcoxon1065

signed-rank test.1066

Figure 7. Averaged June-December deep-layer mean (DLM) (200-850 mb) steer-1067

ing flows for: (a) the present climate; (b) the difference between the 2090s under the medium1068

scenario and current climates; and (c) the difference between the 2090s under the high-1069

emission scenario and current climates. Shaded colors represent the magnitude of the1070

DLM steering flow in (a), and magnitude of differences in (b) and (c). The unit of DLM1071

steering flow magnitude is in kt.1072

Figure 8. A shift in spatial distributions of TCs making landfall in the southern1073

and central Vietnam from the present climate to the end of the 21st century under the:1074

[(a), (c)] medium; and [(b),(d)] high-emission scenarios. Top panels [(a), (b)]: TCs form-1075

ing in the South China Sea, Bottom panels [(c), (d)]: TCs forming in the Philippine Sea.1076

For the sake of clarity, different TC tracks are labeled with numbers and colors, the solid1077

lines indicate the future-period simulations and the dashed lines indicate the baseline1078

simulations (CTR).1079

Figure 9. Impacted frequency of at least 34-, 50-, 64-kt winds in the 2090s under1080

the: [(a), (e), (i)] medium; and [(b), (f), (k)] high-emission scenarios. The correspond-1081
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ing differences of each wind categories in the 2090s under the: [(c), (g), (l)] medium; and1082

[(d), (h), (m)] high-emission scenarios from current climate. Blue and red shades in [(c),1083

(d), (g), (h), (l), (m)] represent differences at each grid point of 0.5◦ resolution. The blue1084

and red crosses denote a 90% confidence level using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.1085

Figure 10. Accumulated rainfall normalized by TC (unit in mm) in the present,1086

and 2090s under the medium and high-emission scenarios. (c) Significant difference for1087

the median of accumulated rainfall normalized by TC at each grid point of 18 km be-1088

tween each future state under the medium and high-emission scenarios and the control1089

run, using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test. [(b), (d)] are similar to [(a), (c)], respectively1090

but for Intense rain day (unit in day). The left and right colorbars are for Accumulated1091

rainfall and Intense rain day, respectively. Red (blue) shading in [(c), (d)] denotes in-1092

creasing (decreasing) trends at a 90% confidence level.1093
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Figure 1. A snapshot of 700 hPa geopotential height at 06UTC 09 November 2013 for the

case of STY Haiyan (2013) with the three WRF domains. The blue, green and red contours rep-

resent data from the coarsest (D01 - 18km), intermediate (D02 - 6km) and finest (D03 - 2km)

grids, respectively. The background topography are obtained from the ETOPO1 1 arc-minute

global relief model (NOAA, 2009).
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Figure 2. Comparisons between the observed (OBS) and WRF simulated (CTR) TC met-

rics includes: the violin plots for OBS and CTR of (a) central pressure (Pc), (b) maximum wind

(Vmax), and (c) size (R34); Track density for (d) OBS, (e) CTR and (f) the difference CTR–

OBS; Normalized accumulated rainfall for (g) OBS, (h) CTR, and (i) CTR–OBS difference. In

(a–c), the lower, middle, and upper black solid lines in each violin indicate the 25th, 50th and

75th percentiles, respectively. In (g–i), the rainfall in each grid point is normalized by the total

number of landfalling TCs during the period.
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Figure 3. Comparison of wind impact at different critical wind speeds for OBS (simplified—

left column) and CTR (simplified—middle column, and realistic—right column). See the descrip-

tion of simplified and realistic wind impact in section 2.5.
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Figure 4. Box plots comparing the simulation for the present period (CTR, white) and fu-

ture period simulations (blue and orange) for: (a) central pressure (Pc); (b) maximum intensity

(Vmax); (c) landfalling intensity (Vlf ); (d) translation speed (Ct); (e) radius of 25-kt tangential

winds (Rt25); and (f) radius of maximum tangential winds (Rtmax) for 117 landfalling TCs. The

black solid line and square in each box depict the median and mean values, respectively. For

comparison purpose, the horizontal dotted- and dash-lines crossing through the median and mean

of CTR are shown. The statistics are computed using a 3-hr output frequency.
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Figure 5. Time series (MM-DD.hh) of central pressure (Pc) and maximum wind (V max) of

the most intense TCs including: [(a), (c)] Megi (2010); and [(b), (d)] Soudelor (2015) in the CTR

and future simulations.
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Figure 6. Track density in the 2090s under the: (a) medium; and (b) high-emission scenar-

ios. Differences in track density between the 2090s future climate state and the present climate

under the (c) medium; and (d) high-emission scenarios. In (c) and (d), shaded colors represent

differences at each 1◦ spacing grid point, and the blue and red crosses indicate the Future-CTR

difference comes from a distribution with the median smaller and greater than 0, respectively

with 90% confidence level, tested by the Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
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Figure 7. Averaged June-December deep-layer mean (DLM) (200-850 mb) steering flows for:

(a) the present climate; (b) the difference between the 2090s under the medium scenario and

current climates; and (c) the difference between the 2090s under the high-emission scenario and

current climates. Shaded colors represent the magnitude of the DLM steering flow in (a), and

magnitude of differences in (b) and (c). The unit of DLM steering flow magnitude is in kt.
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Figure 8. A shift in spatial distributions of TCs making landfall in the southern and central

Vietnam from the present climate to the end of the 21st century under the: [(a), (c)] medium;

and [(b),(d)] high-emission scenarios. Top panels [(a), (b)]: TCs forming in the South China Sea,

Bottom panels [(c), (d)]: TCs forming in the Philippine Sea. For the sake of clarity, different TC

tracks are labeled with numbers and colors, the solid lines indicate the future-period simulations

and the dashed lines indicate the baseline simulations (CTR).
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Figure 9. Impacted frequency of at least 34-, 50-, 64-kt winds in the 2090s under the: [(a),

(e), (i)] medium; and [(b), (f), (k)] high-emission scenarios. The corresponding differences of each

wind categories in the 2090s under the: [(c), (g), (l)] medium; and [(d), (h), (m)] high-emission

scenarios from current climate. Blue and red shades in [(c), (d), (g), (h), (l), (m)] represent dif-

ferences at each grid point of 0.5◦ resolution. The blue and red crosses denote a 90% confidence

level using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test.
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daymm

Figure 10. (a) Accumulated rainfall normalized by TC (unit in mm) in the present, and

2090s under the medium and high-emission scenarios. (c) Significant difference for the median

of accumulated rainfall normalized by TC at each grid point of 18 km between each future state

under the medium and high-emission scenarios and the control run, using the Wilcoxon rank-

sum test. [(b), (d)] are similar to [(a), (c)], respectively but for Intense rain day (unit in day).

The left and right colorbars are for Accumulated rainfall and Intense rain day, respectively. Red

(blue) shading in [(c), (d)] denotes increasing (decreasing) trends at a 90% confidence level.
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